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Report of the Meeting of the Joint Consultative Forum (JCF), Rural 
Focus Meeting for the Education Sector held on Thursday 22 November 

2018 at 10.30 a.m. in Magherafelt Youth Club, Magherafelt.  
Belfast 

Present: 

1. Ann McAleer Mid Ulster District Council  

2. Alastair Rowan  NICIE  

3. Alison Steen UTU 

4. Alistair Orr UTU 

5. Carney Cumper  UTU 

6. Cathy Lavery  EA Equality Manager  

7. Cindy Fowler  DAERA 

8. Clare Duffield  EA Director of HR and Legal Services  

9. Colm Daly EA Digital Transformation 

10. David Baxter  NASUWT 

11. Emma Patterson-Bennett EA Equality Business Partner  

12. Gary Scullion  EA Transport Manager  

13. Gemma Attwood  NICRC  

14. Heather McKinstry  EA Trade Union Side Officer  

15. Jim Donley  GMB 

16. Joann Guler  EA Special Education Advisor  

17. John Patrick Clayton  UNISON  

18. Karen Wilson  Angel Eyes NI  

19. Kathryn Stevenson Children's Law Centre  

20. Kay Doherty GMB  

21. Kelly Maxwell  Autism NI  

22. Matthew McDermott EA Head of Equality and Human Rights  

23. Niall Heaney  DAERA 

24. Nicola O'Boyle  DAERA 

25. Nigel Quinn DAERA 

26. Nuala O'Neill  GBA  

27. Oliver McMullan  EA Board Member  

28. Paul Deighan  EA, Operations and Systems Advisor  

29. Paul Thompson  Mid & East Antrim Council  

30. Pauline Hurst  UTU  

31. Peter Hamill  TRC  

32. Seamus Duffy EA, Manager of Pupil Student Services  

33. Stephanie Murphy  EA, Strategic lead for service development  

34. Stephen Fry  Libraries NI  
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1. Welcome and Overview  

Clare Duffield, Director of Human Resources and Legal Services, EA, welcomed members 
to the meeting including Kathryn Stephenson (CLC) as joint chair of the JCF. Clare 
outlined the purpose of the meeting and outlined the rural needs duty obligations that now 
apply to EA. Clare explained how EA has been carrying out this duty since June 2018 with 
an updated screening template, EA policy and guidance and training for staff.  

 

The Youth Service Oscars video was shown outlining various initiatives and programmes 
that young people have been involved in, covering topics such as sexual orientation, 
disability and bullying.  

 

2. EA Youth Service – Rural Needs Research Update  

Paul Deighan, Operations and Systems Advisor, Youth Service EA provided an overview 
of the current research being undertaken by the youth service on needs of rural young 
people. Paul highlighted some of the issues arising:  
 

 One third of young people live in rural areas  
 

5 Key Themes arising out of the research:  

 Transport  
o Lack of public transport 
o Associated costs and road safety  
o Access to public transport is difficult and costly and the potential dangers of 

cycling and walking  
 

 Social isolation  
o loneliness and the effect on mental health and wellbeing  
o Household, opportunity and mobility deprivation accumulate into isolation 

and marginalisation for particular groups of rural people but especially 
younger people  

o Boredom was something that came up frequently and impact this had on 
mental health  
 

 Services  
o There is more sporting opportunities than cultural opportunities to get 

involved with and young women felt these were much more geared towards 
males  

 

 Broadband – An emerging theme from this research 
o Perception by the young people that nothing is being done about the digital 

divide in NI  
 

 Anti-social behaviour  
o Isolation linked to anti-social behaviour, young people saw the links with 

boredom and drug taking, alcohol and underage driving.  
 
He concluded by explaining the next steps in the research. Steering groups with young 
people across NI and border areas were still ongoing with a view to including this in the 
next regional assessment of need as an ongoing issue.   
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3. Driving Digital Transformation  
 

Colm Daly, Digital Transformation Manager, EA, discussed some of the work of Digital 
Transformation within the EA. Colm explained that the programme for digital 
transformation for EA is aligned to the EA Strategic Plan and the key message was Digital 
First and People First.  He went on to highlight that the transformation is about service 
design not solely digitalisation and that children and young people are at the centre of it.   
 
Colm presented some current statistics in terms of access, namely that 83% of homes in 
NI have access to internet, 79% homes have broadband and 68% use their phone for 
internet access. There is also assisted digital support for rural areas through GO ON NI.  
 
Colm highlighted some of the ongoing projects he is working on for EA, one example 
highlighted was the transformation of School Transport with the aim to reduce manual 
applications and input, speed up responses and improve communications with parents.  
 
Interactive maps are built in for parents so they can apply with more confidence and 
therefore less complaints driven calls will come through to the helpdesk. Parents can also 
make more choices such as the exact bus stop that suits them best. So far this 
digitalisation of home to school transport has had a 96% uptake.  
 
Colm emphasised that although EA is looking to digital transformation as an organisation, 
it is not digital only. Staff have been able to input some key ideas into how to make their 
job easier or more efficient and also ensure satisfaction for service users. .  
 
The second example Colm discussed was on the digital admissions process for nursery 
and primary schools, which will go live from 2 January 2019. The current paper based 
process had been in use for many years and has now been updated.   
 
Colm finished by saying that EA are also working with SBRI on an immersive technology 
project for children with ASD, which helps them visualise moving around their school and 
provide more confidence for change before it has to happen.  
 

4.  Standardisation of Parental Payments Consultation  

Gary Scullion, Transport Manager, EA, provided a short overview of the current public 
consultation, open until 30 November 2018. The consultation document and the equality/ 
rural screening can be found on the EA website.  

There has been an inconsistent approach across EA with regards to parental payments for 
school transport assistance which therefore required updating and brought in line across 
the whole of NI. It is proposed that the payments will be awarded using payment bands; 
more miles travelled will equal a higher payment. There continues to be a contribution 
towards travel, Gary highlighted that 85% of those payments awarded are to those who 
live rurally.  He encouraged anyone who wishes to make a comment on the consultation to 
do so before the closing date.  
 

 

5. Panel Discussion 

Panel: Clare Duffield EA, Matthew McDermott EA, Gary Scullion EA, Paul Deighan EA 

and Colm Daly EA.  

Chair: Kathryn Stevenson CLC/ Joint Chair of the JCF  

https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/campaigns/go-on-ni
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Questions 
 
Gemma Attwood NICRC – Did community background come up as a barrier to accessing 
services in rural locations?  
 
Response: It has not been raised as an issue and TBUC is already running projects in 
rural areas, if it does come up in a youth setting it is usually linked to sporting clubs and 
activities run in those clubs perceived to be linked to one or other community. 
 
 
John Patrick Clayton UNISON – Digitalisation, how is staff time allocated and what 
impact has there been on the workforce.  
 
Response: A number of projects are underway as part of EA’s Digital Transformation 
programme. The programme is taking digital first approach in transacting with its children 
and young people, parents, schools, staff and other organisations.  This means that digital 
will be the first option to be explored/offered.  Currently a mixed model of staffing is being 
utilised and this will be monitored going forward. Staff will have an input into the 
digitalisation of their service area. The programme aims to transform the transactional 
processes into more innovative and meaningful work which has been welcomed by staff.  
 
 
 
Kathryn Stevenson CLC – The Transport app, are all staff trained on how to use that?  
 
Response: It is currently being piloted and drivers are feeding their comments back on the 
design and functionality. This will improve the service delivery and relieve stress on the 
helpdesk staff.  
 
 
Jim Donnelly GMB – Will there be a view to moving the app to private contractor buses 
and who would pay for that?  
 
Response: Apps will be available however EA are currently assessing how that would look 
for Translink buses and who would pay etc. Currently waiting for the feedback on the EA 
pilot.  
 
 
Oliver McMullan EA Board Member – Oliver made comment on the needs of rural 
people especially in relation to poverty, fuel and access to transport which is a massive 
issue for rural dwellers. The standard of rural homes can put pressure on income and 
there is much less development in the housing stock in rural areas, this in turn can affect 
the amount of services in an area.  
 
 
Jim Donnelly GMB – Can the rural research be broken down into local government 
areas?  
 
Response: Youth Service will consider developing such a breakdown by district areas as 
we know poverty can be masked if a pocket sits in an affluent district. Defining a rural 
dweller is an important start to this work.  
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Kelly Maxwell Autism NI – Children are often travelling on buses for far too long and this 
needs addressed, could this be monitored on the app? Also agree it should be digital first 
not digital only.  
 
Response: Transport are trying to look at all this through the app and drivers feedback. EA 
can use the digital data to make decisions based on need so if 2 buses will be needed in 
the future the app can provide that evidence. EA also hope to be able to get parents better 
information and communicate in an improved way using digital resources. 
 
 
Kathryn Stevenson CLC – What if EA choose a closer school and say a child should go 
there but that child has not yet been statemented and the parents know a further away 
school is best suited, who pays the transport?  
 
Response: There is an exceptional circumstances panel for Transport assistance that 
consider such cases.  
 
 
Karen Wilson Angel Eyes NI – Wi-Fi is often hard to get in schools and so assisted 
technology projects are welcomed but need better infrastructure.  
 
Response: EA are working with C2K to address issues and deliver an improved service to 
be able to use new assisted technology projects to their full potential.  
 
 
Kate Doherty GMB – The smart app for transport drivers, they are given a tablet by EA, 
will private contractors be given one too?  
 
Response: Currently it is in the research and development stage and this will all be 
considered.  
 
 
Alison Steen UTU – Some bus routes do a 2pm pick up and some do not, is there a view 
to doing more 2pm pickups?  
 
Response: 2pm pick up not statutory provision but if there is a need and the working time 
of the driver can be accommodated then please contact EA to assess.  
 
Teresa Moley ECNI – Will newcomer or Roma families be able to apply to admissions 
online, is there accessible languages?  
 
Response: The Admissions Team and Intercultural Education Service are working with 
certain groups to support them in the new online application process.  
 
6. Close  
 
Matthew McDermott thanked everyone for attending the first JCF with a rural focus and 
hoped that all those who attended, now, had a flavour of some of EA’s ongoing work in 
support of those living in rural communities. He added that if anyone had any comments 
on the structure of future meetings to get in touch at equality.unit@eani.org.uk.   
 
JCF Documents and presentations from the session can be found online at the following 
link: 
 

mailto:equality.unit@eani.org.uk
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https://www.eani.org.uk/about-us/equality/joint-consultative-forum/joint-consultative-forum-
documents  

https://www.eani.org.uk/about-us/equality/joint-consultative-forum/joint-consultative-forum-documents
https://www.eani.org.uk/about-us/equality/joint-consultative-forum/joint-consultative-forum-documents

